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use of weight windows [2], needs further theoretical analysis, and can be 
applied to reliability and control flight problems, among others. 

Open post-doc position: 

Importance Splitting Simulation for Rare Event Ana

  Being able to evaluate the probability of rare events is critical in many ap
such as control flight systems, reliability analysis, or insurance risks for in
Simulation becomes m

a small probability. Importance sampling and importance splitting are the
techniques in this direction. 

ically consist of terminating the trajectories which seem to go away 
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splitting with randomized quasi-Monte Carlo that, said simply
the convergence rate of Monte Carlo [1]. This work 
step forward. 

! A method combining importance sampling and importance s

The context of the work is the INRIA’s cooperative action RARE 
http://www.irisa.fr/armor/Rare, a project devoted to rare event simula
supervision will be coordinated by both A

tion. The 
RMOR and ASPI project-teams at INRIA 
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